
The Treats on Us 

 

The Chamber wanted to keep the tradition of a Halloween event for kids, but this year had 

to find another location and another way to provide the opportunity for merchants and 

Chamber members to donate to the kids’ fun while practicing social distancing.  

 
Scheduled at Turner Park at 5:30 pm - 7 pm, Saturday, October 31st all friends, merchants and other 
supporters of the Chamber who wish to participate should prepare to donate candy or other items.  All 
donations should be delivered to the Chamber offices at 3 S. Forest Avenue in Luverne no later than 
Monday, October 26th.  
 
The Chamber sponsored event will practice social distancing and comply with the Governor's 
orders.  Therefore, this event will be entirely vehicular with no pedestrian traffic allowed.  We anticipate a 
steady stream of traffic flowing in and out of the park and will rely on assistance from local authorities to 
help monitor the flow.    
 
We will offer a single stop for each vehicle with all children occupants receiving candy & items bagged 
prior to the event.  Merchants and friends who have enjoyed the Downtown Treats On Us in the past are 
encouraged to dress up in costume, come to the park, and set up any display that promotes their 
business.  Due to safety restrictions, no party other than The Chamber will be allowed to distribute candy, 
gifts, or any other items on site during the hours of this event.  Continuous flow of all cars in and out of the 
park is necessary to insure safety for all.  No restroom or access to playground will be permitted. 
 
We certainly want this event, which is "for the kids", to be fun for them and encourage the kids to dress in 
costume.   
 
We hope to return to the Downtown area next year for this event after these unusual circumstances pass. 

 


